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Abstract 

In this paper a generic framework inspired by [LX90] is presented for the validation 
of reactive systems embedded in a test environment, or isolated from their operational 
environment, thereby inducing a natural classification of validation strategies in different 
scenarios. We show that verification strategies and falsification strategies are comple
mentary notions (but not necessarily equally strong), and how the choice of strategy 
for assessing the correctness of systems in different scenarios affects the outcome of the 
validation process. The significance of this paper lies in the provision of systematic prin
ciples to perform validation in context, and it gives a theoretical explanation of validation 
strategies that have already been applied informally in practice. The theory in this paper 
provides a guide for performing correctness assessment of systems in context, and shows 
that the correctness of systems in such cases can be approximated in the sense that the 
risk of considering an incorrect system correct can be reduced systematically. 

Keywords: approximation, environment, falsification, process, property, property transformer, vali
dation scenario, validation strategy, verification 

1 Introduction 

Distributed systems consist of component systems that are linked by inserting them in a 
composing environment or context. Component systems may be designed, constructed and 
validated at other locations than the distributed system as a whole. To minimize the effort 
(and hence cost) of system validation ideally one wants to be able to infer properties of a 
composed system (i.e. a system constructed by inserting system components in a composing 
environment) from the properties of its components without applying additional (expensive) 
validation techniques (see also e.g. [PYD94]). Also, it is sometimes desirable to compute 
properties of component systems from the properties of the composed system (e.g. when 
the component system is not directly accessible). In this paper we provide a framework to 
analyse the relation between properties of component systems and properties of composed 
systems. In particular, we analyse how properties of component systems propagate through 
their composing context thus becoming properties of the composed system, and vice versa. 
This work has been inspired by that of Larsen and Xinxin [LX90]. They describe a model in 
which it is possible to compute the weakest requirements imposed on component systems such 
that the composed system is correct with respect to a given (modal) property. Our framework 
is a generalisation of this model in several ways. First, we consider property propagation not 
only from composed systems to their components, but also in the other direction, i.e. we 
deduce properties of composed systems from properties of their components. Second, our 
framework is not dependent of any specific property language. Consequently, propagated 
properties may not exist in this property language. In this case we can approximate the 
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222 Part Five Validation and Testing 

propagated properties in a systematic way. As a simplication of the model presented in 
[LX90] we consider systems in which only one component is replaced by another, i.e. we 
consider the effect of changing properties of a single component on the composed system. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we build a formal framework that can be 
used to analyse how properties propagate through environments, and we introduce the basic 
ingredients and terminology for the analysis of validation strategies in environments. Section 3 
instantiates the framework by choosing specific formalisms to model processes, environments 
and properties of processes. Section 4 illustrates how the instantiated framework can be 
applied by means of simple examples. Finally, section 5 presents the conclusions and related 
topics for further study. 

2 A Framework for the Validation in Context 

2.1 Motivation 

Validation aims at increasing confidence in the correct operation of an implementation against 
its specified behaviour. There exist two basic validation strategies, viz. the verification strat
egy and the falsification strategy. The objective of verification is to show that an implemen
tation possesses a property prescribed by its specification. The implementation is considered 
a correct (or valid) implementation if all properties prescribed by the specification are present 
in the implementation. In falsification the objective is to try and show that the negation of a 
specification requirement holds in an implementation. In this case an implementation is con
sidered correct if all attempts to falsify a requirement fail. Note that therefore in verification 
an implementation is rejected as a correct implementation if it does not possess a prescribed 
property, whereas in falsification an implementation is rejected when it does possess the nega
tion of a prescribed property. Ideally, verification and falsification are complementory notions 
in the sense that "falsification equals verification of the negation". However, in practice falsi
fication is much weaker than verification (see e.g. [Pop63]). Both verification and falsification 
can be used simultaneously for assessing the correctness of implementations. 

Mathematics provide useful tools for reasoning about the validity of systems in an unambigu
ous manner. A prerequisite for establishing validity of an implementation w.r.t. its specifica
tion by means of mathematical techniques is that both the implementation and the specifi
cation can be represented as formal objects. Whilst a specification is usually ·thought of as a 
formal object, an implementation can be physical, concrete and hence non-formal (e.g. a piece 
of hardware or software). In order to show whether a concrete implementation possesses or 
lacks specific properties the implementation itself has to be modelled in a suitable formalism 
(e.g. an FDT). Such a formal model of a non-formal object can be constructed for example 
by means of testing, i.e. extracting relevant information from the system under validation by 
performing tests1 . However, construction of a formal model may be obstructed by limited 
accessability, observability, and controlability of the system under validation, which in turn 
complicates the correctness assessment of this system. 
Two basic scenarios in which straightforward construction of a model is difficult, are validation 
for an operational environment and validation in a test environment. In the former case it is 

1We assume that every concrete implementation can be modelled as a formal object. This assumption 
is well-accepted in the testing community and referred to as the test assumption (e.g. [Tre92J). Note that 
existence of such a model is assumed, not that the model itself is known a priori. 
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assumed that a system is always operating in the same environment, and hence correctness of 
the system embedded in such environment is required, instead of correctness of the system in 
isolation (irrespective whether the system in isolation by itself is correct or not). For example, 
correctness of the floating-point unit of a microprocessor is irrelevant under the assumption 
that the microprocessor is used in an application in which this unit is never used, and hence it 
is uneconomical to spend resources on the validation of this unit for this specific application. 
If the operational environment is absent during the validation process (e.g. because the system 
is manufactured in isolation and validated at another location than where it operates), the 
model of the embedded system cannot be constructed directly, and its behaviour must be 
predicted from the behaviour of the system in isolation. In the other case, viz. validation in a 
test environment, correctness of the system in isolation is required, but the system in isolation 
is not directly accessible due to the presence of a test environment (e.g. test environments 
standardized by [IS091]). From the properties of the system in co-operation with its test 
environment the behaviour of the system in isolation must be recovered. Figure 1 visualizes 
the validation strategies in context. 

tlj' to find evidence for the 
presence of propenies e 

verification 
try to fwd cvidenc::e for the 
presence of properties 

~0~ 
try to find errors 

operational environment 

Figure 1: Validation strategies in context 

2.2 Basic ingredients for validation in context 

falsification 

In this section we set up a formal framework for the validation of processes for both the 
operational scenario and the test scenario. The notions of verification and falsification are 
formalized, and applied for both cases. The basic ingredients for reasoning about validation 
in environments in a formal domain are given below. 

Assume the existence of a set of formal objects Procs that are suitable for modelling system 
behaviour. An object P E Procs is called a process. Also assume the existence of a logical 
language £ suitable for expressing properties of processes. The semantics of formula rp E £ is 
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given by a set of processes for which property 'P holds, and is defined by the semantic function 
[-] : .C -+ P(Procs). An environment C is a transformation C : Procs -+ Procs. The set of 
all environments is defined by C =def {C I C: Procs-+ Procs}. For process P E Procs and 
environment C E C we call P the isolated process of C(P), and C(P) the C-embedded process 
of P. A process P satisfies (or exhibits) 'P iff P E ['P] (alternatively expressed as '{) holds 
in P, or P meets 'fJ). Instead of writing P E ['P) we also write P I= '{), and we write P .II! 'P 
instead of not P I= 'P· A set of processes S ~ Procs is characterizable in .C iff 3'{) E .C : S = ['P] 
(also expressed as S is characterized by !p, or 'P is a characteristic property for S). We let 
!p, 1/J range over .C, P range over Procs, and C range over C. 

Within the terminology introduced above notions of verification and falsification can be for
malized satisfactorily. Verifying property 'P in P amounts to proving P I= 'P· Verification is a 
conservative strategy in the sense that it requires a proof of the presence of 'P in P. If such a 
proof is absent no certainty about the possession of 'P is obtained. 
In falsification P is rejected as a correct system model if presence of 'P in P is explicitly 
refuted, i.e. P )I! '{), or equivalently P I= ..., 'P (when the negation ..., is present as a logical 
operator). If 'P cannot be explicitly refuted in P, then P could be given the "benefit of 
the doubt" and assumed to possess 'P (irrespective wether P does possess 'fJ), which makes 
falsification a liberal strategy. 
Ideally, verification and falsification are dual notions: P I= 'P <==> P .II! ..., 'P· Since satisfaction 
of properties in P is not decidable in general, it is common to consider a system model correct 
in verification if it can be shown that system model P possess all specified properties, whereas 
in falsification P is considered correct if it does not possess undesirable properties (e.g. errors). 

Having formalized the notions of verification and falsification, we now discuss how verification 
and falsification in the scenarios mentioned in section 2 can be described correctly. In the 
operational validation scenario process P is assumed to operate in an operational environment 
C, i.e. it is the correctness of C(P) that is required with respect to a given property 'P· As 
the construction of C(P) may not be possible at testing time, the question is how P must be 
validated in isolation in order to conclude that C(P) satisfies property 'P· In other words, we 
are interested in the conditions imposed on P by demanding correctness of C(P). We require 
such conditions to be sufficient, i.e. if P meets the imposed conditions then C(P) meets 'P 
(but not necessarily the other way around). 
Formally, for verification this boils down to finding sufficient properties 1/J such that 

P I= 1/J ~ C(P) I= 'P (1) 

This problem is addressed in [LX90]. 

Similarly, falsification in an operational environment corresponds to finding out what proper
ties P has to omit in order to.conclude that C(P) omits 'P (and hence C(P) can be considered 
incorrect), i.e. finding properties 1/J such that 

(2) 

In a testing scenario correctness of process P with respect to 'P is required. Here, the con
struction of a model of P is obstructed by the presence of a test environment C. However, 
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the model C(P) of P operating in its test environment C can be constructed (e.g. by test
ing). The fundamental question raised here is what conditions C(P) has to meet in order to 
conclude that P meets <p. Again, we require the conditions imposed to be sound, i.e. if C(P) 
meets these conditions then P must necessarily meet <p. In a verification setting this amounts 
to the discovery of properties 1/J such that 

C(P) I= 1/J =* P I= <p (3) 

In a falsification setting this amounts to finding some property 1/J that C(P) has to omit in 
order to ensure that P lacks <p 

(4) 

Equations (1), (2), (3) and ( 4) all involve the computation of sufficient 1/J in order to establish 
a given validation purpose. In the following we describe how such conditions can be charac
terized and constructed. 

As a first and obvious characterisation we collect all processes that, by definition, exactly 
capture the equations (1), (2), (3) and (4). In order not to restrict the allowed implementations 
of P unnecessarily we are interested in the weakest conditions imposed on P for C(P) to 
be correct (viz. equation (1)). Also, we are interested in revealing as much as possible of 
the behaviour of system C(P) under the assumption that P is correct, i.e. our interest is 
in the strongest condition that holds in C(P) when P is correct. The sets W(C, <p) and 
S(C, cp) correspond to the sets of processes satisfying these weakest and strongest conditions, 
respectively. 

Definition 1 (weakest/strongest conditions) Let <p E £ and C E C. 

W(C, 'P) =def {PI C(P) I= 'P} 

S(C,<p) =der{C(P) I PI= <p} 

D 

The set W( C, <p) contains exactly those processes P such that P embedded in environment C 
exhibits property <p. Similarly, the set S(C, cp) contains exactly all processes P embedded in 
environment C such that P in isolation satisfies property <p. Consequently validation in an op
erational scenario is performed by checking P E W( C, <p), which holds if and only if C( P) I= <p. 
Similarly, validation in a test scenario is performed by checking whether C(P) E S(C, <p). 

Unfortunately, W(C, <p) and S(C, <p) need not be characterizable in£, that is, the language 
£ may not be sufficiently rich to provide a formula 1/J E £ such that P I= 1/J if and only if 
C(P) I= <p. However, instead of providing conditions on P that are equivalent to conditions 
on C(P) we can approximate these conditions by making a distinction between sufficient or 
necessary conditions. To avoid the unnecessary cost of validating irrelevant properties, we 
are interested in the "easiest" sufficient and necessary conditions for the validation purpose 
to hold. 

Definition 2 (approximations) Let <p E £ and C E C, then 
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1 w(C,tp) =d.rnm.~J 1 w(C, tp) ~ [1/1]} 

iS(C,tp) =derU{[l/1] I [1/1] ~S(C,tp)} 

l S(C, tp) =def n{[l/1] I S(C, tp) ~ [1/1]} 

0 

The set i W(C, tp) contains all isolated processes that possess a 1/1 whose satisfaction in Pis 
sufficient to conclude that tp holds in C(P), and l W(C, tp) contains all isolated processes for 
which absence of 1/1 in Pis sufficient for C(P) .It tp to hold. Similarly, i S(C, tp) contains all 
processes that possess a 1/1 such that satisfaction of C(P) I= 1/J suffices to conclude satisfication 
of PI= tp, and l S(C, tp) contains all embedded processes that must necessarily omit 1/1 in order 
to conclude P .It tp. Note that, technically, the sets defined in definition 2 correspond to the 
infimina and suprema of W(C,tp) and S(C,tp), respectively, in the lattice of characterizable 
subsets of Procs. 

Proposition 3 
i W(C,tp) ~ W(C,tp) ~l W(C,tp) 

i S(C, 'P) ~ S(C, 'P) ~l S(C, 'P) 

Proof Directly from the definitions. • 
The above proposition shows that W( C, tp) lies in between the sets i W( C, tp) and l W( C, tp). 
Similarly, S(C,tp) is in between i S(C, tp) and l S(C,tp) . The significance of proposition 3 
lies in the fact that it shows that W(C, tp) and S(C, tp) can be approximated. Practically, 
this means that proving PI= 1/1 where [1/1] ~i W(C,tp) is sufficient to prove C(P) I= tp, 
and P .It 1/1 where l W(C, tp) ~ [1/IJ is sufficient to prove C(P) .It tp. Figure 2 depicts the 
intention of proposition 3. Here C(Procs) denotes the set of all C-embedded processes, i.e. 
C(Procs) =def {C(P) I P E Procs}. 

Figure 2: Approximations of W(C, 'P) and S(C, tp) 

The next proposition justifies the claim that the approximations as defined in definition 2 are 
indeed the best approximations for W(C,tp) or S(C,tp). 
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Proposition 4 Let 1/11,1/12, cp E £and C E C, then 

[1/IJ] ~ W(C, cp) ~ [1/12] <==> [1/IJ] ~i W(C, cp) ~ W(C, cp) ~1 W(C, cp) ~ [1/12] 

and 

Proof We only prove that i W(C, cp) is the best approximation. 
"¢=" : Trivial. 
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"=>" : Let 1/J E £such that j W(C, cp) ~ [1/1] ~ W(C, cp), i.e. [1/1] is not a worse approximation 
than i W(C, cp). But then by definition 2 certainly [1/1] ~i W(C, cp), and hence [1/1) =i 
W(C, cp). Thus i W(C, cp) is the best approximation. 
The other cases are similar. • 

How can we understand this situation informally? For simplicity, let us restrict attention 
to verification in the operational scenario w.r.t. a given property cp. For this case it suffices 
to show that P I= 1/J for some 1/J with [1/1] ~ W(C, cp), i.e. 1/J is stronger than W(C, cp). 
The stronger the property 1/J, however, the greater the set W(C, cp) - [1/1], i.e. the set of 
processes P with C(P) I= cp and yet P .It 1/J. Verifying 1/J for such P would result in an 
inconclusive result. The theorectically minimal risk relative to £ of such inconclusive cases is 
determined by the expression W(C, cp)- i W(C, cp), i.e. there is no 1/J stronger than W(C, cp) 
with W(C,cp)- [1/1] C W(C,cp)- j W(C,cp). This limit case is obtained when j W(C,cp) is 
characterizable, i.e. when there exists a 1/J with [1/1] =i W(C, cp). The risk is then reduced to 
zero ifj W(C, cp) = W(C, cp). 
Even when j W(C, cp) is not characterizable it can be approximated, in the sense that i 
W(C,cp)- [cp;) can be made small (as hence also the distance of W(C,cp)- [1/1;] to the 
minimal risk set W(C, cp)- i W(C, cp)) for some sequence 1/lo ==> 1/11 ==> ... ==> 1/1; ==> ... 
with 1/1; E £. (E.g. if we assume£= {cp;};EN then take 1/1; = Vj'5,i'P1)· Given such 1/1; an 
approximating, possibly non-terminating verification scheme would be: 

verified := false ; i := 0; 
do P .It 1/1;---+ i := i+l od; 
verified := true 

In this approximation verification corresponds to the termination of the algorithm, the incon
clusive cases in W(C,cp)- i W(C,cp) cause an internal loop. 
In practical cases one has to balance the maximal accuracy of the approximation strategy 
against its cost, viz. the potentially infinite execution time. This means that in practice 
an approximation will only continue up to a maximal property 1/JN for which P I= 1/JN can 
be established in a reasonable time if it holds, and the residual risk of inconclusiveness of 
W(C,cp)- [1/IN] is acceptable. 
Determining such optimal'I/JN can be done following similar strategies as discussed in [Tre92, 
BTV91], but we will not discuss those here. Instead we will study how approximating se
quences 1/1; may be constructed. 
The situation for the test scenario and/or falsification approaches is, mutatis mutandis, the 
same. 
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3 Instantiation of the validation framework 

3.1 Modelling processes and environments 

The validation model presented in the previous section is instantiated by taking as the set 
of Procs the set of labelled transition systems. The language we use to denote elements in 
Procs is a subset of basic LOTOS [IS089]. Its elements are called behaviour expressions. 
We also introduce a formalism suitable to describe, and reason about, environments. This 
formalism is based on action transducers, and can be viewed as a simplified form of the action 
transducers defined in [LX90]. Action transducers are labelled transition systems in which 
the behaviour of a composed system can be adequately described in terms of the behaviour 
of its components. As such, action transducers can be used to relate behaviour of system 
components to behaviour of systems in which the components operate, and vice versa. We 
deliberately use a simple process language for modelling processes and a simple transduction 
language for modelling environments, in order to demonstrate the essence of the framework 
without being bothered by the inherent complexity of the models themselves. 

Instantiation of processes 

Labelled transition systems have justified their existence in modelling system behaviour; sev
eral formal description languages use labelled transition systems as its underlying formal 
model, e.g., LOTOS [IS089], CCS [Mil80]. In this paper we will instantiate the set Procs 
with the set of finite labelled transition systems. We will abbreviate finite labelled transition 
systems in the usual way by the expressions inductively defined by the following BNF notation 

B ::= Nil I a.B I B + B I P where a E Act and P E Pvar 

Here Act denotes the set of observable actions and Pvar denotes the set of process variables. 
We write P := B in case the behaviour of the process variable P is defined to be B. 
Expressions satisfying this syntax will be called behaviour expressions, and the set of all 
behaviour expressions is denoted by B. The operational semantics of behaviour expression 
BE B is the labelled transition system lts(B), defined by 

lts(B) =def (B, Act, TB, B) 

where T8 is the smallest relation satisfying the following axioms and inference rules. 

a.B--"->B 
B--"->B' 
P--"->B' P:=B 

We denote the set of sequences of observable actions by Act*, where E E Act* denotes the 
empty sequence. Furthermore, we define the weak transition relation ~ with a E Act* 
as 4> =def ld and .,.,..... =def ....!:~..., ~ • · • ~ where ld is the identity relation and 
---"-> ...!.., =def {(B, B') I 3B" : B---"-> B" and B"...!.., B'}. From now on we instantiate the set 
of processes Procs by the set of labelled transition systems that can be described by behaviour 
expressions. 
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Instantiation of environments 

Having instantiated the set of processes, we now turn to a suitable formalism for modelling 
environments. As has been shown by e.g. [LX90), labelled transduction systems provide a 
suitable model for modelling the behaviour of environments. 

Definition 5 (labelled transduction system) A labelled transduction system is a quadru
ple {E, Act, TE, e0 ) where 

• E is a countable, non-empty set of states; 

• Act is the universe of observable actions; 

• TE ~Ex (Actu {0}) x (ActU {0}) x E the transduction set; and 

• e0 E E is the initial environment state. 

such that 't/e, e' E E: (e, 0, 0, e') 'I TE. 0 

In a labelled transduction system transductions correspond with quadruples, whereas in a 
labelled transition system transitions consist of triples. Instead of (e, a, b, e') E TE we write 

6 
e ---+ e'. In definition 5 the special label 0 'I Act is used to model inaction, i.e. we allow 

a c~mposed (component) .system to perform an observable action without the component 
(composed) system having to perform a.n action (using the transduction relations ....:_. and 

0 
0 0 

---+, respectively). Note that we, by definition, exclude transductions of the form ---+ (viz. 
• 0 

transductions in which no observable action is involved), because such transductions will not 
be of interest when considering traces (see section 3.2). 

The idea. is that labelled transduction systems can be viewed as systems containing holes (this 
is sometimes ambiguously called a partial specification, see e.g. [LX90)). Intuitively, such holes 
model the unspecified behaviour of components that can be "plugged" in the environments. 
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to environments that contain precisely one hole. The 
behaviour of an environment is uniquely defined in terms of the behaviour of its component 
in such a way that, when inserting a specific component in the hole, the environment behaves 
as the combined behaviour of the component operating in the environment. Formally, assume 
the presence of component system P (modelled as a labelled transition system), and an 
environment C (modelled as a labelled transduction system), then 

P....!4P' 6 
ifC---+ C' 

C(P)-4C'(P') • 

which should be interpreted as follows: "if P is able to perform an a transition and become 
P', and environment C is able to consume action a while producing b and become C', then 
C(P) is able to perform action band become C'(P')". 
In order to provide a. less cumbersome representation of labelled transduction systems, we 
abbreviate labelled transduction systems by expressions inductively defined by 

C ::= [·)I a.C I (C +B) I (B +C) 
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where B E B and a E Act?. In the above notational convention a hole is modelled by the 
syntactical construct [·] and denotes the identity environment, i.e. it behaves the same as the 
process that is "plugged in" in environment [-]. Environment a.C is able to perform action 
a without consuming an action, and becomes environment C. (Non)deterministic choice is 
denoted by B + C or C +B. Note that the structure of the expressions guarantee that an 
environment C contains exactly one hole. The set of all expressions captured by the above 
BNF syntax is denoted by£, and its elements are called one-hole environments. The semantics 
of one-hole environment E E t: is the action transducer at( E) defined by 

at(E) =def (t:,Act,TE,E) 

where TE is the smallest set of transductions defined by the following axioms and inference 
rules (where a E Act and J.L, 11' E Act U {0} with not (J.L = 11' = 0)) 

C~C' 
[·]~[·] a.C~C p! 

0 C+B~C' 
p! 

B--!4B' C~C' B--!4B' 
p! 

C+B~B' B+C~C' B+C~B' 
0 

I'" 
0 

The transduction axioms and transduction inference rules induce an inference system for 
the deduction of legal transductions, just like the operational semantics rules for labelled 
transition systems. From now on we instantiate the set of environments C by the set of one
hole environments £. Instead of writing C(P) for C E £ and P E B we will often write the 
expression obtained from C where P is substituted for [·] (e.g. ([·] + a.NiQ(P) is abbreviated 
by P +a.NiQ. 
Similar as for transitions, we can define a notion of weak transductions. Table 1 summarizes 
the notational conventions to denote such weak transductions. 

Notation Meaning 

~ =def ld 

btb2 ... b.,. 

4142-··a.n. 

--+ 
0 

(~~)u(~)u(~~) 
a ~ a f a 

(~b,b, ... bm )U(~~)U(~~) 
41 42 ... a.,. 41 42 ... a... f 4142 ... 4,. 

Table 1: Abbreviations for weak transductions 

2Formally, we have to distinguish between the operators . and + applied to labelled transition systems, and 
the syntactically equivalent operators applied to environments. However, we will not bother with these kind 
of details as the use of. and + is clear from the context. 
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3.2 Properties of processes 

In this section we introduce the machinery (viz. property transformers) to compute the re
quirements imposed on isolated (embedded) systems such that preservation of certain condi
tions for embedded (isolated) systems is guaranteed, respectively. Next we define a simple 
logical formalism in which it is possible to express properties about sequences of observable 
actions. 

Property transformers 

Equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) in section 2.2 all involve the existence of a property 1/J that 
is needed for establishing correctness of the validation purpose. In order to compute such 
conditions 1/J we introduce the notion of a property transformer. A property transformer 
returns for every environment C E C and every property cp E t:. a property that can be used 
to establish validity of the validation purpose in either an operational environment, or from 
a test environment. 

Definition 6 (property transformers) Let Tw, Ts, Uw, U5 : C x t:.--+ t:. be total func-
tions. The function Tw is a weak verification property transformer iff 

Tw(C, cp) = 1/J ===> [1/JJ ~i W(C, cp) 

The function Uw is a weak falsification property transformer iff 

Uw(C,cp) = 1/J ===>! W(C,cp) ~ [1/J) 

The function Ts is a strong verification property transformer iff 

Ts(C, cp) = 1/J ===> [1/J) ~i S(C, cp) 

The function Us is a strong falsification property transformer iff 

Us(C, cp) = 1/J ===>! S(C, cp) ~ [1/JJ 

0 

For a given cp and a given C property transformer Tw computes, by definition, a 1/J such 
that P F 1/J is sufficient to establish C(P) F cp for arbitrary process P. That is, Tw(C, cp) 
is an approximation of i W(C, cp), and hence (proposition 4) an approximation of W(C, cp). 
Similar, Uw(C, cp) is an approximation of! W(C, cp), and thus an approximation of W(C, cp). 
The same situation hold for the Ts(C, cp) case (which is an approximation of i S(C, cp)) and 
the Us(C, cp) case (which is an approximation of! S(C, cp). 

It follows from proposition 4 that [Tw(C, cp)B ~i W(C, cp) ~ W(C, cp) ~! W(C, cp) ~ 
[Uw(C, cp)], and [Ts(C, cp)] ~i S(C, cp) ~ S(C, cp) ~! S(C, cp) ~ [Us(C, cp)]. Evidently, 
if [Tw(C, cp)] equals [Uw(C, cp)] (i.e. Tw(C, cp) and Uw(C, cp) are equivalent), then both must 
equal W(C, cp), and hence W(C, cp) is characterizable in £.. The same holds for [Ts(C, cp)] 
and [Us(C, cp)). In the former case Tw and Uw are called weak precise property transformers, 
and in the latter case Ts and Us are called strong precise property transformers. 
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Trace logic Lean 

Traces denote sequences of observable actions, and are well-studied within the validation 
community. In this section we define a simple finite-trace logic, with the purpose to use it 
later on for expressing properties of systems. We start off with its definition. 

Definition 7 (language Lean) Let u E Act*, then the language Lean is inductively defined 
as the smallest set containing all formulae cp defined by the following BNF notation 

'{) ::= can u I .., '{) I '{) V '{) 

The semantics of formulae is Lean is given by 

[ can a J 
[..,cp] 
[cp1 v 'P2] 

=def {P E Procs I P =*} 
=def Procs- [cp] 
=def [cp1] U [cp2] 

D 

Formula can u expresses the ability to perform an observable sequence u. We use the 
following well-accepted abbreviations: tt =def can f, ff =def .., tt, '{)1 A 'P2 =def ..,(.., '{)1 V .., '{)2). 

For the language Lean we define functions that transform properties of Lean into properties 
of Lean for given context C. 

Proposition 8 Let <l>c(u) =def { can u' I 3C' : C ~ C'} and Ill be a finite subset of 
"' 

<l>c(u). Similarly, let <l>(;.(u') =def { can u I 3C' : C ~ C'} and Ill' be a finite subset of 
"' <l>(;.(u'). Furthermore, let Tw, Uw, Ts, Us : C x Lean -+Lean be defined as follows 

Tw(C, can u) 
Tw(C,..,'P) 
Tw(C, '1'1 V '1'2) 
Uw(C, can u) 
Uw(C,..,'P) 
Uw(C, 1P1 V '1'2) 

Vw 
..,Tw(C,'P) 
Tw(C, 'I'd V Tw(C, '1'2) 
Vw 
..,uw(C,'P) 
Uw(C, '1'1) V Uw(C, '1'2) 

Ts(C, can u) 
Ts(C, ..,'I') 
Ts(C, '1'1 V '1'2) 
Us(C, can u) 
Us(C,.., 'I') 
Us(C, '1'1 V 'P2) 

Vw' 
..,Ts(C,ip) 
Ts(C, '1'1) V Tw(C, 'P2) 
Vw' 
..,Us(C,'P) 
Us(C, '1'1) V Us(C, '1'2) 

Then Tw is a weak verification property transformer, Uw is a weak falsification property 
transformer, Ts is a strong verification property transformer, and Us is a strong falsification 
property transformer. 

Proof By showing that Tw, Uw, Ts and Us satisfy the conditions of definition 6. • 

The sets <l>c(u) and <l>(;.(u') may contain an infinite number of elements. Because Lean is not 
closed under infinite disjunctions and conjunctions, (e.g. V <l>c(u) rt Lean for infinite <l>c(a)) we 
approximate this property by a finite disjunction (or conjunction) of properties (e.g. V ii! where 
ii! is a finite subset of <l>c(u)). Moreover, for <l>c(u) = {can u~ , can u~ , ... , can ul, ... } we 
can define a sequence of properties { t/>;} such that t/>; =def V{ can uj I j :::; i}. It is easy to see 
that t/>0 ~ t/>1 ~ t/>2 ~ · · • ~ t/>; ~ · · ·, and this sequence can be used to approximate 
T W(C, can u ). 
Verification of an infinite conjunction of properties t/>o 1\ t/>1 1\ ... in process model P will 
take in general infinite time (even if verification of each individual conjunct t/>; is performed 
in finite time), because all conjuncts t/>; must be verified. In this case it is sufficient to show 
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P Jo! 1f;1 to conclude that P Jo! 'lj;0 A 'lj;1 A . . . , that is, a falsification strategy is preferred in 
this case rather than a verification strategy. However, in verificiation it is possible to verify 
an infinite disjunction of properties 'lj;0 V 'lj;1 V ... in finite time (under the assumption that 
verification of each conjunct can be performed in finite time) as it is sufficient to verify one 
of the conjuncts 'lj;;. In this case, a falsification strategy would take infinite time, and hence 
a verification strategy is preferred. The topic of topological spaces (e.g. [Vic89J) provides an 
elegant mathematical theory for reasoning about finite computations of infinitary structures. 
In this paper we will not bother with topological spaces. 

4 Applications 

In this section we illustrate the theory presented in the former sections by simple examples. It 
serves to demonstrate the way the theory could be used in practice, and it highlights both the 
benefits and shortcomings in an evaluatory fashion. As has been said before, we deliberately 
stick to simple examples in order to show the essence of the framework without being bothered 
by the inherent complexity of the examples themselves. The emphasis is on the systematic 
approach rather than the specific examples. 

Example 9 (verification in an operational scenario) Consider the development of a 
generic component P which is designated to operate in one of the environments depicted 
below. For all environments we require that the system in co-operation with its environment 

is able to perform coin followed by coffee. This is satisfactorily formalised by the following 
requirements: 

C1(P) F can coin.coffee 
C2(P) F can coin.coffee 
C3 (P) F can coin.coffee 
C4(P) F can coin.coffee 

where C1 = coin.( coffee+ [·J) 
where c2 = coin.[·] 
where C3 = coin.tea+ coin.[·] 
where c4 = coin. coffee+ coin.[·] 

where P denotes the desired component system. The question now is how to design our 
component P such that the above requirements hold. The way to proceed is to compute 
the requirements imposed on P (using the transformers described in proposition 8 such that 
the requirements are satisfied. The weakest verification transformer Tw gives us all these 
requirements. 

Tw(coin.(coffee + [·J), can coin. coffee) 
Tw(coin.[·J, can coin.coffee) 
Tw( coin. tea+ coin.[·], can coin. coffee ) 
Tw(coin.coffee +coin.[·], can coin. coffee) 

can f V can coffee 
can coffee 
can coffee 
can f V can coffee 

~ tt 

~ tt 
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Here ::;:j denotes the equivalence on processes imposed by the language C. In order for P to be 
a correct component for all environment C1 , ••• , C4 it has to satisfy all conditions computed 
above. Removing identical conditions, this yields 

P F= tt and P F= can coffee 

As every system trivially satisfies requirement tt it follows that P must satisfy requirement 
can coffee such that C(P) F= can coin. coffee forCE {C1 , C2 , C3 , C4}. Note that if Pis not 
validated at all the component can only be safely used in environments C1 and C4 in order 
to ensure that P embedded in its environment satisfies can coin.coffee . 

Approximation comes into play when e.g. the action set Act is infinite. For example, if we 
assume the existence of a set TEA containing all different kinds of tea, and we assume this 
set to be infinite. We require that a coffee machine operating in environment C2 is able to 
serve any kind of tea, i.e. 

Vtea E TEA: C2 (P) F= can coin. tea 

Ideally want to compute 
can coin. tea ) 

teaETEA 

However, as AteaETEA can coin.tea is not an element in Ccan we need to approximate this 
set by choosing some finite subset T C TEA such that Tw(C2,/\1,aeT can coin.t) can be 
computed. Note, however, that a infinite conjunction can never be verified. Only if the 
machine is not able to deliver a specific kind of tea the machine is rejected as an incorrect 
machine. In general, from a finite number of experiments correctness of the coffee machine can 
not be verified. This argument shows that falsification is a better strategy than verification 
in this case, i.e. a correctness proof cannot be given in terms of finite experiments, but it is 
possible to find incorrect behaviour (if it exists). D 

Example 10 (falsification in an operational scenario) 
depicted in example 9. Now assume that we require that C1 

coffee and tea after inserting a coin, i.e., 

Consider the environments 
is not allowed to serve both 

C1 (P) It can coin.coffee A can coin. tea 

This requirement imposes certain conditions on P, which can be computed with the weakest 
falsification property transformer Uw (proposition 8) as follows 

Uw(coin.(coffee + [·]), can coin. coffee A can coin. tea) 
== Uw(coin.(coffee + [·]), can coin. coffee) A Uw(coin.(coffee + [·]), can coin. tea) 
== ( can t V can coffee ) A can tea 

Hence, in order to falsify P such that P operates correctly in environment C1 , P has to omit 
all conditions computed above, i.e. 

PIt ( can t V can coffee ) A can tea 

which is equivalent to 

PIt ( can t V can coffee ) or PIt can tea 
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As P )I! ( can f V can coffee ) never holds, it follows immediately that the requirement 
imposed on P is equivalent to 

P )I! can tea 

D 

The examples given above only addressed verification and falsification in an operational sce
nario. Using the property transformers given in proposition 8 similar examples can be given 
in case of verification and falsification in a test environment. 

5 Conclusions 

A generic framework for the validation in environments has been given. Within this framework 
two basic strategies are identified, viz. the verification strategy and the falsification strategy. 
It has been shown how each strategy can be used for validation in context, i.e. validation in 
an operational scenario or a test scenario. For each validation strategy theoretical boundaries 
for assessing correctness in an operational scenario and a test scenario have been provided, 
and it has been shown how these boundaries can be approximated in case they cannot be 
characterized by properties in the property language. Within the framework the propagation 
of properties through environments can satisfactorily be described, independent of a specific 
process formalism and a specific property language. We have instantiated the framework 
by a simple process formalism, and a simple logical language. For this specific instance of 
our framework it has been shown how the framework can be used to deduce properties of 
component processes from properties of composed processes, and vice versa. It has also been 
shown how propagated properties can be approximated in case they are not expressible in 
property language C. For this, the notion of property transformers has been introduced. 
This notion is a more general notion than the property transformer defined in [LX90], since 
we allow property transformers to be used for the approximation of properties instead of 
the characterization of properties. The framework has been illustrated by means of simple 
examples, and it has been shown that for these examples validation of systems in context can 
be performed systematically. 

Further study 

The topic of validation strategies in environments is a topic that has not yet been studied 
extensively in literature. This paper is the result of an initial study to describe, and analyse, 
systems in an operational environment and a test environment. In order to deal with realistic 
examples a more powerful language than the language Lean should be considered (e.g. a lan
guage in which it is possible to express temporal properties of processes, see e.g. [BS90]), and 
algorithms to support the validation in context must be developed. Up till now our framework 
considers context systems built up from one component. Generally, composed systems are 
constructed with multiple component systems and the framework has to be extended in order 
to deal with multiple components (e.g. as in (LX90]). Furthermore, we deliberately deferred 
from strategies to select a specific ?/JN in the sequence ?/Jo ==> 7f;1 ==> ... ==> 'if;; ==> ... (see 
section 2). The exact influence of property selection strategies on algorithms for the cor
rectness assessment in contexts needs to be investigated. Also, coverage measures measuring 
the quality of such selection strategies need to be developed such that they can be used as 
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steering parameters for obtaining the best possible validation strategy against their cost. In 

order to evaluate our framework it has to be applied to relevant examples. One such example 

is described in [TV92], in which asynchronous communicating systems are modelled by syn
chronous systems communicating through unbounded FIFO-queues. The challenge here is to 

deduct properties of the synchronous system from properties of the asynchonous system, and 

vice versa. 
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